Privacy Smart Glass & Film
Switchable, Dimmable & Projectable

LT Smart Switchable Privacy Glass & Film provides an affordable solution to
Smart Glass technology, processed in the UK and conforms to British Safety
Standards
The glass can be switched from being frosted to transparent by remote
control, standard switch or by smart technology. In its frosted state the film
provides privacy and security by acting as an electronic blind for glass,
window or partition.
In the frosted state it also can act as a high definition rear projection screen
allowing the display of corporate presentations, TV images and videos.
Smart Glass is a truly innovative product making smart glass technology
accessible to everyone while giving your business the added WOW factor.
Recommended Smart Film Applications
Privacy / security glazing
Boardroom/Meeting rooms
Residential
Windows / glass partitions
Sky lights / vision panels
Counters / furniture
Conservatories / sunrooms
Electronic blinds / doors
Video projection screen
Bathrooms

Product Construction
LT Smart Switchable Privacy film is constructed with two layers of transparent
conductive film with PDLC material. The film is laminated between two pieces
of glass. When power is applied to the film the liquid crystals line up and the
window is clear. When the power is turned off, the liquid crystals return to their
normal scattered position and turn the glass from clear to opaque.
Switchable Privacy Film
The liquid crystal privacy film is made up of electrically conductive coatings, a
polymer matrix and liquid crystals. This film has electrical wiring to be
connected to a transformer to supply power for the "on" (transparent) mode.

Switchable Privacy Glass
The liquid crystal privacy film is sandwiched between the glass makeup in a way
similar to the construction of laminated glass. The outside skins are made up of
glass (normally 4- 6 mm toughened glass) each side, then an EVA interlayer is
inserted on each side to trap and hold the liquid crystal privacy film.

Technical Data
Retro-Fit Privacy Film
SIZE:
Width - Up to1.5m
Height- Up to 5m
COLOUR:

clear, grey, yellow, green and blue
or any match any Pantone (subject to MOQ)

Switchable Privacy Glass
GLASS TYPE: heat strengthened toughened, tempered, low iron
THICKNESS:
Interior/Office Partition:
Glass Door:
Bi-Fold Door:
Glass Exterior:

10- 14mm laminated/ toughened
or 12- 50mm sealed unit
10- 14mm laminated
28- 50mm insulated sealed unit
12- 14mm laminated/ toughened
28- 50mm sealed unit

SIZE:

Up to 1.5m width and 5m hight

SHAPE:

Any shape, including cutout if required.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

Storage
Operation

ELECTRICAL:

Driving voltage 65 +/- 5 volts A.C.
Current
less than 20 mA/ft2 (215 mA/m2)
Power
less than 0.5 W/ft2 (6W/m2)

SWITCHING TIME:

Approx. 100 milliseconds at room temperature

OPTICAL:

Transmission (visible) approx. 85%
View angle approx. 150o

POWER SUPPLY

For all installations, a separate power supply
shall be provided for 6w per sqm.

POWER CONTROL

Remote control (included)
Manual switch (optional)
Motion sensor control (optional)
App or voice control (optional)

WARRANTY:

Retro Fit Film - 1 year
Electronics accessories- 1 year
Seal Unit – 3 years
Laminated Glass- 5 year

LIFE EXPECTANCY:

Greater than 10 years (indoors)

–200 C to 700 C
–100 C to 600 C

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Commercial Office Environment

Office and Glass Partition

Home and Apartment

IT Store

IT Store

Audi Store

Audi Store

